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About This Game

Utopia Syndrome - is a new perspective on «point and click» adventure games. Unique visual style and top-down gaming
perspective. The intersection of destinies, mysterious parallel storylines in a horror, mystic and world exploration adventure

game. Click, read and interact, gather inventory items, notes and clues to solve puzzles to progress further. Immerse yourself in
the dark corners of Utopia world to recall your past, present and future.
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Title: Utopia Syndrome
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
Andrew Averkin
Publisher:
Andrew Averkin
Release Date: TBA

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7/8/10 (64 bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3 series or AMD equivalent

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: Nvidia GeForce GTX 660 or AMD Radeon equivalent

DirectX: Version 11

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,Russian
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Patch Note #9.:
Ver 0.75.20

Updates
- Adjusted cost of power cards.
- The power type cards are removed instead of extinction.
- "Counter"'s mechanism has changed.(The Hero must take counter-DMG over cards)
- Corrected translation

Bug fixes
- Fixed an issue where can't play anymore if you trying hover over UI showing buffs during Hero Action.
- Fixed an issue where play same type event if saving-and-restarting game above the completed event block.
. Launch and Atlantic Expansion:
Battle Fleet 2 is now live and ready for download! Visit the store page to grab your copy during the launch sale. If you're
interested and want to see the game in action, check out the video created by the Steam curator BelannaerTV: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DW3QzGMtoAU&list=UUXLqPrDx0S8564liA8AL3Yw

So what's next for the game? The first thing on the timeline is an Atlantic campaign we are in the process of developing, but we
need some extra help to get it out quickly:

https://www.indiegogo.com/projects/battle-fleet-2-expansions

And of course we would love to hear from you, so join our discussion group and let us know what you think of the game and
what else you would like to see from it.

-Jedrzej Jonasz
Battle Fleet 2 Developer. Zombie Army Trilogy is OUT NOW!:
Watch the official launch trailer below and don’t forget you can still get up to 60% OFF Zombie Army Trilogy if you own the
previous games!

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_ZGZgjcZFak
. Version Unicorn!:
The path was rough and bumpy, and the Save-lord was powerful and fought strongly against us, but we pushed onward.
ONWARD TO UNICORNS!

The update is Live on Steam and should be up on the Humble page shortly!

Here is the Change Log:

Added Save and Resume! Exiting the game will save your current progress. Reset will start the game over. (we tried to
test this thoroughly,but let us know if it doesn’t work for you)

Added Highscore access to the Options menu

Added Achievements to the Steam version!

Added new textures to the dungeon that change as you go deeper!

Moved Mode switching to the main menu
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Fixed some secret things

Nerfed Floating Eyes slightly

Made Reaper’s more scary

And here’s a highlight video of us playing the latest build:
YouTube

We’ll be hard at work adding Pets and Classes now, and we'll try and stream development[www.twitch.tv] frequently! We are
REALLY excited about putting in the classes etc. We can’t wait to play it that way!!

If you aren't already, you really should Follow us on Twitter, or Facebook[www.facebook.com], or something.. We've got a lot
that’s going to happen… once LoD gets it’s final update, a whole new game[upsiloncircuit.com] is coming!

Lastly, for the next couple of days Legend of Dungeon + soundtrack is in the Humble Weekly Bundle, along with some other
really great games! It’s a great chance to get your friends to try Legend of Dungeon, and to get the soundtrack too (since it’s the
game tracks as they were composed..without the procedural generation) Go forth into BUNDLEMANIA
[www.humblebundle.com]!

Thanks for the support and enthusiasm everyone, that alone makes developing games so very very worth it! . First Patch is
live:
First patch contains:
- Fixed bug with incorrect work of the game at certain screen resolutions;
- Fixed a number of collisions;
- Increased radius of the monster's reaction;
- Reduced amount of money in the coins;
- Fixed a problem with the lighting of monsters on low graphics settings;
- Added sound when winning at roulette;
- New family members are added.. Summer Sale Update Number 6:
Just another little update
-Reduced explosion forces on bikes and riders to be more reasonable
-Fixed NaN value execption on grenade launcher that led to very very rare crashes
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